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T

he argument for the use of time‑lapse (4D) seismic is now widely
accepted; it is an increasingly common tool for hydrocarbon
reservoir monitoring. In mature oil provinces in particular, such
as the North Sea, 4D seismic data are well proven for monitoring fluid
movement, pressure changes and other dynamic reservoir conditions.
The interpretation of this information is used in well planning/positioning,
reservoir surveillance and development decisions, and ultimately to

maximise the economic return from complex hydrocarbon
systems. So whilst a time‑lapse monitor survey can cost
many tens of millions of dollars to acquire and process, this
expenditure can easily be recouped by locating by‑passed
pay, avoiding premature water break‑through and potentially
reducing the overall drilling resource (Calvert, 2005).
In addition to these benefits, the 4D seismic signal is
acknowledged to be of greatest value when integrated
with all potential reservoir data for a unified analysis.

Optimum understanding – and hence better decision‑making
based on the 4D seismic response – can only come with the full
and complete integration of the temporal seismic signature with
the many and varied additional dynamic and static data from
the field. A well‑articulated need within multidisciplinary asset
development teams is the requirement to more fully integrate
4D seismic data with these other diverse data streams to better
understand reservoir conditions and improve the speed and
quality of critical decision making.
Another aspect to consider in the data workflow
is the volume and frequency of data being collected.
The cycle time between monitor surveys is typically
becoming shorter. Moreover, permanent reservoir
monitoring (PRM) is exaggerating this stream of unique
and expensive information (e.g. van Gestel et al.,
2008). One of the key uses of 4D seismic data is in the
seismic history matching (SHM) workflow. In seismic
history matching the reservoir flow model is improved
and uncertainty decreased by refining the flow model
based on comparisons with fluid and pressure changes
interpreted from time‑lapse seismic changes. More
frequent seismic acquisition time‑points mean more
seismic to be matched, and hence the requirement
for a fast, integrated workflow, which can be readily
iterated.
This article presents a software tool that satisfies
the demands of the multidisciplinary reservoir
management team as outlined above. Through fast
and precise access to a wide variety of dynamic
Figure 1. Example visualisation of reservoir simulation/geocellular property model,
surface and subsurface data, 4D seismic data can
well locations and multiple well logs, tops picks and stratigraphic markers and
now be seen in their true spatiotemporal context. This
structural framework (around a salt dome, UK North Sea). Much additional data
includes the ability to improve seismic history matches
is typically required to be integrated and visualised by the development team in a
through rapid synthetic seismic generation, qualitative
mature asset environment.
and quantitative comparisons of spatially overlapping
datasets, and easy‑to‑use data‑centric well planning
solutions. This article expands on the need for a tool
of this type, discusses typical usage examples and
elaborates on the value it brings to the development
team.

Multidisciplinary 4D data fusion

Figure 2. These four panels illustrate the typical usage and data available within the

analysis tool. (Top left) Reservoir simulation prediction is visualised together with
well data and instantaneous production data. (Top right) Within the georeferenced
space, the time‑lapse seismic response is shown together with a seismic attribute
extracted across a reservoir sand. (Bottom left) Quantitative comparison functions
allow the sampling – either in a 2D (map) or 3D sense – of the temporal seismic
amplitude as an attribute into the spatial geometry of the cellular grid. Once spatially
consistent, these data can then be interactively analysed in cross‑plot form (bottom
right) from where selections, data editing and areal highlighting can be performed,
which are immediately reflected back in the 3D/4D visualisation.
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Time‑lapse or 4D seismic data are only one of a
multitude of dynamic (time‑variant) datasets that
are typical of a modern hydrocarbon exploitation
system. Additional subsurface dynamic data can
include reservoir simulation runs, repeated well
log data, production logging tools, production
data and microseismic data, in addition to static
reservoir property and structural models (Figure 1).
Topside dynamic spatial data may include evolving
infrastructure/network locations, sensor locations (to
include ocean bottom cables/nodes), vehicle tracks,
time‑lapse remote sensing imagery, interferometric
synthetic aperture radar, time‑lapse LIDAR, weather
conditions and exclusion zones. There is often also the
requirement to access the numerous other non‑spatial
data that may be used during the development
process, such as: engineering schematics,
spreadsheets, written reports and photographs.
These should be easily and readily available in a truly
integrated system.

Typically these data will come from a wide variety of
different software applications, incorporating a diversity of
file formats. The data will most likely cover several orders
of magnitude in spatial scale (from millimetre scale core
photos to deca‑kilometre scale basin models), and temporal
scales (from millisecond scale microseismic events to
decadal scale flow simulations). The asset team needs the
capability to assess these data quickly, precisely and in a fully
georeferenced manner, with the lowest possible expenditure
on data migration. It is often only when all the data are visually
georeferenced that the team will, for the first time, make

qualitative connections between disparate datasets, plus have
the ability to QC the geolocation of the various data objects.
To satisfy these needs and help achieve this goal, a
software tool has been developed for better, faster integration
of data, in context, from across the multidisciplinary asset
team. The tool (CoViz®4D) is dynamic, flexible and adaptable
to existing data formats and workflows. In addition to offering
the team a fast and accessible georeferenced environment
in which to qualitatively compare cross‑disciplinary data,
comprehensive quantitative analysis functions are also
offered. This includes the ability to compare spatially
coincident but geometrically disparate data types. For
example, the user may wish to compare well log data
(essentially a line of data points in space) and 4D seismic
volumes (a regularly spaced grid of data points in space
– irregularly spaced in time) and reservoir simulation
volumes (an irregularly spaced grid of data properties in
time and space). Such comparisons are naturally dynamic
in the case of time‑variant data. Interactive 4D
cross‑plots, regression analysis, and other statistical
methods are readily accessible within the tool (Figure 2),
allowing the user insight into spatiotemporal associations
between these disparate data sets (e.g. “What was the
impact on production when the water injector was
off‑line?”).
The tool is also scalable across typical hardware
configurations and platforms from individual user laptops,
to desktops and up to full multi‑screen immersive
visualisation environments; the solution is designed to fit
around existing user‑workflows with minimal disruption.
Using this data fusion in a team decision‑making
Figure 3. Data from the same reservoir as Figure 2 shown at various time
environment allows for visual data QC, which is possible
points: March 1998 (top left) time point shows extracted amplitude data from
only when individual experts have merged their datasets
top reservoir in the base (1993 base survey), red anomaly indicates a gas
into a single visual environment. This collaborative
cap above an oil leg that is already being produced. November 2002 (top
approach radically reduces the risk of missing crucial
right) time point shows an amplitude difference map between the 1993 base
information by seeing the data in context, avoiding
and 2002 monitor surveys; green colours indicate maintenance of pressure
potentially expensive, undesirable outcomes.
conditions in the reservoir. By September 2004 (bottom left) a new seismic
One recent example revealed how the reservoir
monitor survey indicates significant pressure drop in the reservoir, and a lack
engineer and the geologist were using different datums
of injected water support, production data are also shown. This observation
was not consistent with the reservoir simulation (January 2005 time point,
for some surface completions; this discrepancy was
bottom right), which indicated pressures and water injected should have been
revealed for the first time when the different datasets were
maintained.
co‑visualised in a 3D environment.
In the following example, the software tool is used for
the multidisciplinary integration of data from a turbidite
channel reservoir from offshore northwest Europe. The
measured 4D seismic response was qualitatively compared
to the predicted reservoir simulation flow. It was observed
that between the 2002 and 2004 seismic monitor surveys,
the pressure was not maintained in the lower producing
reservoir, an observation not consistent with the prediction
from the reservoir simulation (Figure 3).
Furthermore, analysis of an upper sand revealed much
higher than expected pressures in that interval. It was
concluded that the perforations into the lower sand were
partially blocked, leading to reduced water injection into
that interval, and much higher than expected water volumes
Figure 4. Schematic, simplified illustration of the seismic history matching
into the upper sand. Remedial action was taken. This again
workflow and how the software tool allows for the qualitative and quantitative
illustrated that only when all the relevant data – reservoir
comparison of 4D synthetic seismic volumes (derived from the Sim2Seis
simulation, time‑lapse seismic data, well and completion
workflow) with similar products directly observed in the time‑lapse seismic
locations and production data – were analysed in concert was
campaign. These comparisons can lead to changes in the reservoir simulation
this important information revealed to the team.
model, which in turn can improve the model’s predictive value.
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Seismic history
matching/well panning
One of the principal uses of 4D
seismic data is to improve the
reservoir simulation
model/prediction through
seismic history matching.
In seismic history matching,
the reservoir flow model is
improved, and uncertainty
decreased, by refining the
model based on comparisons
with fluid and pressure change
Figure 5. (Left) Reservoir simulation grid in ternary colours (red, green, blue for gas, oil, water respectively).
observations interpreted from
On the left is a seismic impedance cube as derived from a time‑lapse monitor seismic volume. On the right is
time‑lapse seismic changes;
one time point from the synthetic seismic volume as calculated from the input reservoir simulation grid fluid
saturations, pressures, porosity and additional rock physics parameters. There is a good correlation between
this ultimately leads to better
the calculated and measured seismic volumes indicating the predictive power of the simulation. (Right) The
reservoir management
correlation is investigated in the dynamic cross‑plot to the left, which blends the reservoir properties with the
decisions and an increase
seismic correlation.
in recovered reserves. A key
element in the seismic history
matching workflow is the generation of synthetic seismic
interbedded intervals. Moreover these background properties
data based on forward modelling of known rock and reservoir
can vary spatially, especially with depth. Workflows to quickly
properties. This process, sometimes known as ‘Sim2Seis’
and iteratively investigate how these variables affect the
(simulation to seismic) takes rock, fluid and pressure properties
synthetic seismic response are needed.
from the reservoir simulation grid and uses them to compute
Finally, a fully interactive and dynamic 4D visual environment
time‑variant petroelastic properties (seismic velocities and
provides an ideal platform from which to embark on well
density) for the reservoir interval. This dynamic petroelastic
planning: The well‑planning can be done within the full context
model (PEM) of the reservoir is then used, via convolution with
of the relevant quantitative subsurface data without relying on
the seismic wavelet, in the forward modelling of the synthetic
the lengthy iterative process of sending plans back and forth
seismic response of the reservoir under changing reservoir
between the drilling and subsurface teams. Well planning,
conditions. This 4D synthetic seismic response can then be
including infill drilling and accurate lateral well placement, are
qualitatively and quantitatively compared to the measured
frequently the goals of the 4D observational campaign. Planning
4D seismic response to determine where (in time and space)
the wells in a visual environment with easy access to all relevant
the reservoir model needs adjustment to better match the 4D
information (structural interpretations, fault angles, offset wells
seismic direct observations (Figure 4).
and logs, seismic data, over‑pressured zones, etc.) allows for
It has already been shown how a software tool can provide
the best communication and synergy between all stakeholders
the ideal georeferenced environment for the qualitative and
in the well positioning process. The tool discussed here has
quantitative comparison of multiple, spatially overlapping,
the capability to accomplish such well planning, with seamless
but geometrically diverse datasets. Hence it is a natural
quantitative comparisons between the planned well path and
extension of the tool, when all relevant data is available
the 4D seismic/property models for optimum well placement
within a common environment, to use it in the seismic history
(e.g. “How can the well path be best positioned to penetrate the
matching workflow for both the generation of synthetic
most net pay?”).
seismic volumes and the comparison of these volumes with
the observed 4D seismic.
Conclusions
Figure 5 shows this comparison in action. A small segment
The true value and potential of data collected through time‑lapse
of a reservoir simulation grid has been taken through the
and permanent seismic monitoring cannot be fully realised until
Sim2Seis workflow to generate a dynamic petroelastic model
the data are properly positioned – both spatially and temporally –
from the fundamental rock and reservoir physics. This PEM
and integrated into the entire reservoir management analysis and
is then used to create synthetic seismic volumes, which are
decision‑making workflow. This article examines a tool for the
statistically compared to the observed seismic response. Easily
rapid fusion of reservoir management data in a unified dynamic
generated synthetics and rapid comparisons are needed now
visualisation environment, which allows for comprehensive
more than ever due to the increased use of 4D seismic, and the
qualitative and quantitative analysis. This data fusion includes
increased frequency of time‑lapse acquisition monitor surveys
tools for seismic history matching and well planning, all
wherein more sensitive processing can reveal changes across
within the full context of the subsurface data. Easy‑to‑use
shorter time intervals. Intrinsic in this workflow is the need for
multidisciplinary functionality can ensure widespread adoption
comprehensive sensitivity analyses of the many variables that
across the team for collaborative decision‑making.
contribute to the synthetic seismic response. Amongst the more
important here are the acoustic properties of the
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